on
d

aVid p latZe J" i, . ,".ond year ph.d student in the com-

parative literature program at the university of california, santa barbara. his work
primarily focuses on the intersections between legitimate ("high") and illegitimate
("low") culture and accordant role of communication technologies in the west african context. he has secondary interests in global cinema, critical theory, and political philosophy.

betWee n zoot and zoo3, ,Iohn yoo, a first generation Korean 6migr6 who previously and subsequently worl<ed as a professor oflaw atfhe u"iv".sity
oi-"iiio1"iu, s".L"ley, serve-d as a Deputy Assistant Attorney General for then Attorn"y
c"n"ruilot1n Ln.rot,.
office of Legal counsel (oLC). In this capacity, yoo was instrumertrr i"
1".-rr"li"g, *,.ough
a series ofmemos, the Iegal rationale orjusiification for certain
methods of..coeriive interrogation" that many, including myself, would understand to constitute
toftur;. tn th" *uk"
of the Abu Ghraib scandar in zoo4, a number of these memos (specifically
those written in
zooz) became p'blic through leaks, catapulting the "soft-spoke;; yoo,;;ih;n
on." ug"in
professor at Boalt Hall, into the media and public eye as the so-called.:architect
oftorture.","
For the past four years, the media attention on yoo has hardly dissipai"a;
rri.
rru. rn
many wa]'s become a metonyrnic distillation of the debate o"". to.tur"
iir"f, "urn.literally
hundreds of articles, books, and documentaries either addressing voot
.oru in
o,
utilizing his voice through a.choice, and often quite provocative quote (whichfurti"ut".
yoo, hardly
the shy and retiring academic he sometimes fasirions himserf as, has
been alt too irappy to
furnish). This essay seeks to address two interconnected and indeed sometimes
intractable
issues concerning. the figure of John yoo. First, how does the legal
rationale that yoo helped
engineer, and which he has profusely and liberally articulated tlh.oush
thl oilouu-.ntionua
amplified trade publications, countless public interviews, n"*"prpu,
and so on, fit
within larger public debates over the Lrsage and,/orjustification ,it".trr"
"ditoriars,
lV firlt"d States
military and clA interrogators? secondly, though nnt separately, r .""r.
t.l'"t"r.riate how
Yo^o, as he has been represented and positioned-in
the media rpu"tu.r" ,u.rounJinf aortu.",
reflects and reveals certain cardinal features of the shifting funcion
anrl constituti-on of the
post 9/rr "public intellectual.", To recapitulate the object ofLy inquiry
suc"iffi, how, ln tris

;;il

-scoT Hrttm "r;onstructing ,Iohn yoo* 'Ianuary 23, :oo8 http://m.harpers.org/archive/zoog/o1/hbcqooo2226,
as accessed on.lune z, :oog.
z Posner, Richard . Public Intellectuals: a Studu of Decline. This text is a helpful and rigorous resource in
' theofizing the post g/rr role ofthe public intellectral u'hcther or not rve win<l
up-classifiing i ;;*;,;;1...
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es directly out ofthe constitution and the intention ofits authors, the executive in a time
of
war, is unbeholden to either the legislative orjudicial branches (which indeed he claims can
only dampen the swift decisiveness demanrled of the executive in wartime). As he writes in
the zoo3 memo:

public intellectual and former Department ofJustice operative, does John

Yoo function within the maelstrom

ofthe public debate over torture?

Before addressing Yoo on the level of media spectacle and popular discourse, it is
necessary to first articulate and lay out a working version ofYoo's main argument(s). To his
credit, Yoo has remained remarkably consistent in his reasoning and logic from platform to
platform and and though his rhetoric shifts in register frorn, say, an OLC memo to a pithy and
provocative public outburst, his basic arguments have remained steady and coherent (if not
exactly or precisely static).' In summarizing his argument andherein, I am drawing primarily on his 2006 mass market publication War by Other Means: An Insider's Account of the
War onTerror, in which he himself exposits, in ratherbroad strokes, the logic and reasoning

behind his (slightly) qualified justification of "coercive interrogation" and how this relates
to his more general understanding of wartime executive power, along with the accordant
distribution of decisive agency amongst the three branches of the United States government.
In summarizing these arguments, I also draw on both the 2oo2f 2oo3 memos themselves,
Yoo's 2oo5 academically directed scholarly monograph The Powers of War and Peace: The
Constitution and ForeignAffairs After g/tt, and his public utterances in interviews and editorials. Yoo's central argument is itself a rather blunt instrument, regardless of the various
dimensions of rhetorical finesse that in different ways accompany or expound it. Although it
should be understood as a heuristic device, I argue that by starting with a slinthetic or working understanding ofthe argument, we can set the ground for a more thorough examination
of the rhetorical shifts Yoo makes from platform to platform, as well as the semantic or semiotic significance ofthese shifts.

an unprecendented act of war and executive privilige
From the OLC memos he authored to his editorials, interviews, andbooks, the ground ofYoo's
argument (if it can be understood in the singular), or its first principle, is that the September
11, 2oo1 attacks on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon represented an act of war that
was largely or fundamentally unprecedented; an event, that is, which opened up a new legal
and martial era for the United States and its government; an event which must nonetheless take whatever historical precedence that can be drawn from previous wars rather than
prior criminal prosecutions, including, principally, the criminal trials that followed the first
World Trade Center bombings in r99S. This argument is already a site of some contestation,
as many have pointed out its flaws. " But to forge ahead nonetheless, if the attacks are seen
to constitute an act of war, then the President, in his capacity as Commander-in-Chief, Yoo
argues: "has the authority to decide wartime tactics and strategies," strategies which can include the suspension of habeas corpus. Further, following this logic, which he argues com-

The decision to deploy military force in the defense of U.S. interests is erpressly placed
under Presidential authority by the Vesting Clause...and the Commanaur-irib6i"t Cfu".".
The Framers understood the iommander--in-Chief Clause to g.unt th" F;iJ";t the fullest range of power_recognYed at the time of ratification as beionging to the 1nititu.y .o-mander..' our reading of the constitutional te\t and structure arE co-nfirmud Uv ni."to.i"at
practice and by the functional consideration that national security de"irio"r
."qi,i.u a
in purpose and energy that characterizes the presidency alone.
"nity

According to this reasoning, in responding to the terrorist attacks "the president could use
force abroad alone, if necessary, without congress' authorization.", what exactly represents
"force" becomes significant, as we will see shortly, when it is applied to the
capture, interrogation, and imprisonment ofits martial objects, that is, al
eaeda and Taliban operatives.
Throughout the stages of the olC/yoo's rationale/reasoning, 9/u as an event continually
serves as the anchor for and_of the various practices and procedures that are, to
say the very
least, not intuitively acceptable or legitimate constitutionally.
In the introduction to war by other Means, yoo Legins with regards to the project of his book, which, he notes, "seeks to explain the choices that the Bdh administration
made after 9/I...decisions [that] were controversial because the events of9/tr itselfwere
unpr_ecedented."s Similarly, in the zoo3 memo he authored, yoo argues thai the ,,terrorist
attacks marked a state ofinternational armed conflict between the United States and the
al
Qaeda terrorist organization."4 This point becomes for yoo one of the most significant ful_
crums ofhis rather profuse plblic pontificating, and also marks an essential step in the logic
of his argument, To recapitulate this grounding, for everything that proceeds, the three following propositions must be accepted:

t.) 9/rr was an act ofwar by a non-state agent.
It was "unprecedented," legally and historically.

2.)

3.) The executive alone has the authority to establish policy in response.

th
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The second stage, or the product of understanding september
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and various prescient others, who before the campaign in Afghanistan even began, loudly argued for tlre necessity
of categorizing or rrnderstanding it as a criminal prosecution by, as it were, other means.

3
4

War by Othet Means bonows literally the structure of its organization and the logic of its argumentation from
the March r4, zoo3 memo sent by Yoo to William J. Haynes, General Counsel for the Department ofDefense.
z The choice of scheduling the tenorist attacks as criminal or martial indeed establishes the manner and metlods through which the United States can legitimately respond, a fact that was not lost on Susan Sontag, Derida,

I

rrth

as an act or dec-

Many have argued that Yoo's legal reasoning is flawed. Jack Goldsmith, who worked for the
oLC after yoo,
elaims that part ofhis work there was 'cleaninfup'Yoo's faulty and shoddy work. Many others,
irclrdi.g o""ia
Cole, witing for the Neu York Reuim orfBooks have also claimed that Yoo reasoning is incieej

nlly legitimate.
W|r by Other Means. p.t5
l\4emo from John Yoo (OLC) to William

not conjitution-

,1.

Hapes Il (DoD), dated March 14,2oo3, p.

2.
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the united
laration of war is to understand al Qaeda (and by extension the Taliban) as
is a
al
States'martial enemy in t6";u.."a conflict" that it in augurates. But because Qaeda

and accornon-state actor, an organization that, he argues, lacks sovereignty' recognition'
in
constituted
be
"war"
should
such
as
which
iir
Jont intur'uiion"l ."sion.ibility, the.ways
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while
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take
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are
.,enemy,,
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legal
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channels to move
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legal
war
and
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TheStructureoftheGenevaconventions,asratifildbvtheUnitedStates,madeclear
simplv was not a natftri riq*a" ctuld not possitly claim their benefits' Al Qaeda
(Yoo' 45)'
tion-state, unJit ftoa n"""t signid the Geneva Conventions
practices that admitThis understanding, then, serves as the justification for interrogative
he argues that such a
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rrounding th€ United States'usage oftorture there, at Guantanamo, as well as the ancillary
practice of so-called "extraordinary rendition." While the United States may not follow or
be obliged to follow the Geneva Conventions, their practices are nonetheless "humane," Yoo
and his cohort argue, but this generosity is an index of U.S. morality and not linked to some
mAnner of obligatory international legal obligation. In short, as Yoo is fond of noting, what
type ofinterrogation methods the U.S. uses is above all else a poliry choice; policy that can be
determined exclusively by the executive.
Moving on, now, to the role of Yoo and these memos within the public sphere, it
is important to make a few points about the function and role of the memos and indeed
Yoo himself within the decision making apparatus of the Bush administration. To phrase the
problern succinctly:

what did yoo actually do?
Yoo's role within the administration was itself actually rather limited, a point which
Yoo himself occasionally (and somewhat reluctantly) makes publicly. Poliry, specificallv the
decisions that led to what can be understood as torture, were made, predominately, by Donald Rumsfeld (then Secretary ofDefense), Vice President Dick Cheney, and, to a lesser extent,
President George Bush (as well as key members of their respective staffs such L. Scooter
l,ibby). Yoo's role in the Department of Justice, as an OLC deputy, was simply to provide legal
cover for decisions that were already made or being made, primarily by the Pentagon. This legal cover was meant, above all, to establish the foundation for staving offfuture international
prosecutions oftheoretical breaches in binding intemational law and/or ratified convention
(by other state agents who might, for instance, try to use the international criminal court or
the UN). That is to say, the memos themselves reflect or, excuse the pun, memorialize the
decision to use "coercive interrogation," torture, they do not represent the decision itself. To
horrow one of Rumsfeld's favorite and most odiously macho metaphors, the memos do not
constitute the gloves' removal, but the retroactive legal justification thereof. This is precisely
n'hat Columbia [.aw lecturer Scott Horten suggests in a recent LA fimes editorial:

It increasingly appears that the Bush interrogation program was already being used
before Yoo was asked to write an opinion. He may therefore have pror.ided after-thefact legal cover. That would help explain why Yoo itrained to take so many implausible
positions in the memos.

-

Given that this understanding of his role is becoming more and more verifiable
that is, that he was essentially a conveniently utilized bureaucrat - one ofthe most interesting things about Yoo is the degree ofprominence his voice and visage have garnered since the
2oo2 memos were leaked (as part of the scandal surrounding the abuses at Abu Ghraib, first
made public in a series of New Yorker articles written by Seymour Hersh, starting in April,
2oo4). In some measure, this is due to his willingness to participate in the public realm, a
rvillingness and participation to which we will shortly turn. But I would also like to bring up
here, and pause for a brief moment, on the memos themselves. What, I mean to ask, is the
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semiotic significance of legal memos as objects (visual, textual, referential, and otherwise)
so
as they manifest in HBo or PBS documentaries, print journalism, popular histories, and
forth? How do we read the memos both as texts and as what we might call raw media matter? Similarly, how do we conceive of or theorize their position within various-registers of
public discouise (television news, print dailies, weeklies, etc.)? one way to understand the
in their mass media manifestation would be to conceptualize them metonymically,
-"-o.
or just symbolically, as objects emblemizing the, what is in many ways opaque, bureaucratic
decision-making u.rd l-pi"*untation process. Like the by now iconographic-images of the
i-^g" of thi memos can serve as a highly distilled icon for how
abuses at Abu dhraib,
"n In a three hundred word Neru York Times article for example, the
such abuses came to pass.
argument of the memos themselves is perhaps less significant than their availability as an
in[exical object of the bureaucratic proCess, an objectified or reified mark of the process that
led to torture.

the circus:
pudiic" ih-tdtleLtuals, jack bauer and fast-talker
yoo

In his zoor study of public intellechrals, Richard Posner provisionally defines the

contours of what he believes c-onstitutes a public intellectual in the first years of the twenty-

first century:
[A] public intellectual expresses himself in

a way that-is accessible to the public' and

is on matters of geneial public concern of (or inflected by)
ni.
i-t * io"".
"f
"xpression
on cunent affairs,
a folitlcat or ideollgical _cast.... When publidintelleCtuals comment

their commenis teni to be opinionatei, judgmental, sometimes condescending, and

positions...
often *aspisrr. rtrey are contioversialists, with a tendenry to take extreme
public inGllectuals are often careless with facts and rash in predictions (Posner).

Drawing on methods both explicitly sociological (i.e. quantitative analysis of media frequenspeculative theorization, Posner's ultimate argument is that the rise in
or #.n
". -o.u
"vi
has impoverished what was once an important figure of public seru"uaurni. specialization
vice and oiinion-making: the multi-competent public intellectual, emblemized for him by
ndr". fft" "loh; o"*u'"M"* w"ber, and George orwell. For Posner, these figures, with their
degrees of orficiat academic affiliation, were instrumental in helping to formulate
ways, their
"i.yl"g
Uoti-r tfi" t1.o"p"r through which the public made sense o{the world and, in a certain
of what
sense of the world itself. orwell, feber, and Dewey all serve for Posner as examples
public intellectuals decidedly lack. Public intellectuals should not onlybe pop"ont"-po.".y
.rlu.ir".. of specialized knowledge, Posner argues, but also broadly capable of engendering
in all
clynamism and sophisticated disiourse in the public realm. They should beeducators,
public
intellectuals
that
problem
is
he
claims
the
But
demands.
role
that
that
ih"
incieasingly become either semi-covert one issue political operatives or middling and
have"o-pl""ity
The
meddling obscirantist philosophers, fetishized in the media precisely for their opacity.
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failing in public intellectual work, he argues, is that given the tenure system, media intellectuals are generally free to enter and exit the public realm as it suits them; that is, their
sustenance and career are not dependent (and thereby not balanced) by market forces, which
in the past have, as it were, kept such figures in cheek. while this mlta-theorization tends
to reek of the ashes of Alan Bloom - closing American minds and all - what makes posner's
work somewhat valuable is the more strictly economic and empirical analysis of how the
market for public intellectual goods actually works, analysis which include the discussion of
sales figures.

what these figures help to reveal is thatworkslikewarby other Means: An Insider's
Account of thewar onTercor are fundamentallyproducts that demand marketing, publicity,
and the media visibility of their authors. This is of course problematic however we iook at ii,
perhaps even especially so when it focuses on human rights abuses like the United States'
usage of torture. Though it is somewhat taboo and difficult to deal with, torture, within the
public, becomes as much a site of "intellectual" commerce as something like the Clinton impeachment scandal, which generated great profit for public intellectuali like Posner himself
who used mass interest in the proceedings and the meaning of "is" to push often quite pitiably profitable mass publications.
All the same, what Posner ably demonstrates (perhaps despite himself) is that public intellectual work is not merely, or even primarily, a public service. It is above all eise a
business that allows hlper specialized but often-underpaid academics to boost their incomes
and sense of agency. when academics enter the public realm, whether through New yorker
articles (think, for example, of oliver Sacks who has become a millionaire inlust that way),
Atlantic Monthly pieces, and so on down (in terms of lucrativeness) to the Nercr york Reuiew of Books, they do so in no small part for the massive bump in income that such work,
along with the increased visibility it fosters, generates. The extreme positions and "controversialist" rhetoric so often found in public intellectual work is in large measure a product of
showbiz know-how, generated towards the marketability of a particular notion in an sea of
bold, sometimes shiny, and often spectacular claims (and the thirty dollar books that exposit
them). This fact is true both ofworks on the left and on the right ofthe political spectrum
and as Posner helps to show through sales figures and quantitative analysii thereof, ihe market for public intellectual work is as much a consumer industry as Hollyvood blockbusters,
Danielle Steel page turners, and so on. This does not mean that public intellectual goods are
exclusively or arbitrarily part of a consumer economy of exchange, but this sort of attention
does help to evaluate the work and ultimate function of a figureas fundamentally insignificant yet recursively prominent as John yoo. That is, yoo in his voluminous pubiic appearances, emblemized by his all-to-willing interviews, editorials, and his mass publication, is a
commodity: the "architect of torture" is both salesman and professor. That he happened to
be responsible for the legal justification of policies ultimately generated by figu... lik" notrald Rumsfeld, policies that led to almost unspeakably unacceptable lapses in basic human
decency, in a way makes his work all that much more seductivi and buyable. He was there,
after all. Similarly, even the recent civil case brought against Yoo on behalf ofJose padilla, is
lrerhaps even more significant for the value it accrues to the Yoo brand, than it is as a site of
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ofcivilians in both Afghanistan and lraq'
Later in the work, Yoo, when discussing the deaths
makes the following claim:

A corollary of the right to destroy enemy personnel and assets is the fact that
deaths of the civilians that occur as a result of legitamate attacks against military targets are not illegal (Yoo,4+).
To characterize these remarks as "extreme positions" would be to understate the matter, but
that is exactly the point; whether or not Yoo actually or precisely'believes' his own rhetoric

is almost beside it. These kinds of claims are for the most part absent in the memos and
in The Pouers of War and Peoce, both of which are crafted in incredibly dry and logically
sequential legalese. Though the performative callousness of the "legitimate civilian deaths"
and "humane incarceration standards" referenced above indeed shock and are intended to do
just that, more interestingly and revealing is the way in which Yoo articulates a variation of
what has come to be called "the ticking time bomb scenario," a trope that appears throughout
the literature on torture. In short, the "ticking time bomb scenario" asks if torture would be
situationally acceptable if a hidden bomb were ticking and a potential tofturee could reveal
the intelligence that might save thousands (or millions) of lives by leading to its diffrrsion. As
minds mc.rre able than my own have amply demonstrated, this scenario is largely preposterous, a what-if that bears very little resemblance to any real world situations that have or will
be likely to be encountered. Advocates of torture nonetheless often bring up this scenario as
a kind of limit case, as does Yoo in the section of War by Other Meons dedicated to interrogation. In terestingly, he dnes so through reference to a television program, and not an entirely
abstracted what-if:
What if, as the popular Fox television program 24 recently portrayed, a highlevel terrorist leader is caught who knows the location of a nuclear weapon in
an American ci!v. Should it be illegal for the President to use harsh interrogation short oftorture to elicit this information? [Yoo, 4z)

What is revealing about this quote is the way in which Yoo structures the rhetoric of his
reasoning in ways that are at odds with the rhetoric of both the memos and his academic
writings. In both, Yoo claims that whatever "what-if' situations might be manifest are secondary, even irrelevant, in terms of what the executive is legally allowed to authorize in the
context of a war. Indeed, in both, he often tries to avoid reference to any real or imaginary
situations, concentrating exclusively on what the law allows for (which he argues is nearly everything). What the reference to e4 indicates is that Yoo, in writing to the public, is explicitly
sexing up or specatcularizing his linguistic style, forming a kind of glitzily macho toughness
that he awkwardly employs exclusively in public contexts. In transitioning from the highly
referential bureaucratic rhetoric of the OLC memos and his academic work (i.e. a rhetoric
excessively punctuated by incessant reference to legal precedence), to a kind ofperformative
toughness resonant with the public utterances of Donald Rumsfeld, Yoo is actively trying to
craft a public persona that his soft voice, fleshy face, and leaden prose seem ill-equipped to
handle. It appears that Yoo is increasingly trying to a market himself as an eminently quotable zrst century Kissingerian Realpolitiko, a finding that the following public interchanges
runderscores: 'It depends on why the president thinks he needs to do that."

other means, outer limits

Cassel: If the President deems that he's got to torture somebody, including by

Many, that is, have argued that the Bush administration's policy is ,,exceptional" in
the schmittian sense. For the purpo-ses, of this essay, I will be ignoring Agamben, ior vohom,
to do anyjustice, one must meet on the level of m1'thorogy, philoiophylan"d meta-iristory.
But
thinkers far less notable and sophisticated than Agamben iruue also suggested that Bush
administration's policy is either explicitly or impliciily,.Schmittian," und*iu-".ou, writers in
The Neu Yorker, The New York Reuiew of Books, ilorperr,and iheir
ancillary blogospheric
companions, have suggested a direct causal link betwien schmitt's writing and y"oo,s
oLC

memo,

_ scott Horten, a frequent Yoo critic, this time writing for rlcrpers, suggests that while
one of Yoo's favorite metaphors, "war by other means," comes from a cras"Jmisreading
of
Clauswitz, Yoo's real progenitor is Carl Schmitt :

As Yoo's star has or has appeared to be in danger of waning, his public rhetoric has
become more extreme. Widely reported and noted particularly in Taxi to the Darkside (dir.
Alex Gibney zoo8), the left weekly InThese Times, on the Internet, and elsewhere, in a zoo6
public debate with Doug Cassel, a noted human rights advocate, Yoo's bravadojumped in order ofmagnitude. In an exchange overYoo's understanding ofexecutive rights, he was asked
by Cassel what was clearly a provocative request for clarification:
crushingthe testicles of the person's child, there is no lawthat can stop him?
Yoo: No treaty.
Cassel: Also no law by Congress. That is what you wrote in the August 2oo2

Yoo: I think it depends on why the President thinks he needs to do that.
a successful reflection of his intention, this quote was widely disseminated, reinforcing ing the emerging perception ofYoo as a public extremist, in turn garnering him

Perhaps
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expanded visibility.
To return to Lightman's schemata, how should we understand the level of Yoo's
public intellectual activity? Clearly, Yoo, who is either at or below level one, in making
public claims like the preceding and though referencing Jack Bauer in articulating the
"ticking time bomb scenario," a fiction elevated to the level ofjustification, a pulpy plot
point promoted to the status ofreal tough reasoning, Yoo isjockeying for a higher level of
public influence. In reality, Yoo is simply a specialist in a particular variant ofconservative
jurisprudence, "framer's intent" as it pertains to martial law. That he clumsily presents this
reading ofconstitutional law in the public realm with such awkward and grandiose rhetoric reveals just how desperately he seeks a greater public role. On the level of media spectacle, Yoo is nonetheless sadly proving himself rather capable, though thankfully in strictly
circumscribed capacity. We can only hope that he will hhve a short shelf life. But within
academia and its more public face, Yoo and his statements have also been taken up as a
clear articulation of the so-called'state of emergency" thesis. What is Yoo's future role and
what that might tell us about the future of public intellectual activity?

an exceptional logic
In theorizing and expressing their dissent against the Bush administration's post
voices - from the rather exalted and abstrusely erudite my'thopolitco philosophizing of Giorgo Agamben to internet law blogs, Harpers editorials, essays by semi-public intellectuals like Susan Buck-Morss, Judith Butler, - have made an

glrrpoliqr, many academic

analogy between Yoo's logic and that of Carl Schmitt. That is, some have argued that Yoo's
work in the OLC had a decisive role in establishing the legal authorization for or represent
a contemporary invocation of "exception," or a "state of emergency" isomorphic with Carl
Schmitt's notion of exception, theorized in his rgzz Political Theology.

_

memos.

[While] Yoo cites,Clausewitz, he seems to have another German thinker in mind:
Carl Schmitt. As the "crovrnjurist" ofGermany in the thirties, Schmitt is famous tor
a number of flashes of.dark lawyerly brillianle that supported the cleconstruction
of the Weimar ,Republic and haiten-ed the rise of anauihoritarian, and ihen totalitarian dictator-ship.,one ofthese was the use ofexternal ttrreat tojuitifv a.,state of
exception,",followed by a transposition ofthe external threat to the intemal poltical
dynamic. This was done.with a purpose: collapsing the careful allocation of poweri
in the Weimar Constitution in favof of one all-powIrfut feaaer, jotrn yoo would call
him the "commander in_chief." Curiously, for John Yoo the commander-in-chief
has
nanowly circumscribed powers when he's a Democrat, and robust and dictatorial
authority when- he's drawn from John Yoo's own political party. nui then a foolish
consistenry is the hobgoblin oflittle minds, as Emerson teathes us (Schmitt, r).

This analysis is familiar, as sanford Levinson, the editor of an important volume on torture,
and a law professor at the university of Texas, has written in similar ways on the
connection between Yoo and schmitt. My own judgment of this connection is tlat it might
take
us.down the wrong line of re.asoning, in that it might give yoo's logic more legitiilu.y
o.
substance than it deserves, through suggesting an univarranted pf,itosophicailineage.
ror
here, this connection will have to stand is teniative.
In the end, what are we to make of John yoo? How should we understand his
persistent media presence? Though he would like to fashion himself as
an emerging public
intellectual, a real voice, this is clearly not the case. More than anything h" hu,
r. u
pawn, a position holder, and twice over no less. within the administration
"'J"?served
his work
merely procedurally and within the media spectacle he has allowed himself to
be a kind of
manifest metonl'rn. In both cases, this place couldjust as well have been occupied by someone else, by other means, or by a similarly willing face.

hr

other means, outer limits
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